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Openings constitute one of the fundamental operators in mathematical
morphology. They can be applied to a wide range of applications,
including noise reduction and feature extraction and enhancement.

We introduce a new efficient, adaptable algorithm to compute one
dimensional openings along discrete lines, in arbitrary orientation.

The complexity of this algorithm is linear with respect to the number of
pixels of the image.
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Removal of all the structures
smaller than λ which are not
oriented following α.

All straight structures, longer than
λ, are kept.

Local orientation:
Extraction of the structures’ local
orientation with a segment of
size λ

Supremum of openings:

Opening :

On the image content On existing methods

This is a constant time algorithm with respect to the size of the
opening. It can be applied on floating-point data without
additional computational time, as we only perform comparison
operations with no histogram, which is not possible with Van
Droogenbroeck’s algorithm.

With some small modifications on this adaptable algorithm, we
can obtain granulometries and the component tree of a signal.

This algorithm can also be extended to paths and we developed
an approximation of the path openings defined by H. Heijmans,
M.J.Buckley and H.Talbot. This approximation is several time
faster than path opening with a good accuracy.

The 1D signal is decomposed
into cords :

Raster scan

With the inclusion relation between cords
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The final length of
a cord is known
only when the
reading position
reaches its end

A cord has to be
processed when
the reading
position reaches
its end.

Store the
pending cords
until they are
processed

Stack of cords
•StartPos : Starting position
•F : Greyscale value
•Passed : Flag

PUSH
Raising
edges

POP
Falling
edges

Algorithm 1: Process_a_pixel(F, rp, Stack, Out)
1: if Stack.empty() or F > Stack.top().F then
2: Stack.push(F, rp, false)
3: else
4:     While F < Stack.top().F do
5: cordOut = Stack.pop()
6:         if cordOut.Passed or rp-cordOut.StartPos ≥ λ then
7: WriteCords(F, rp, Stack, Out, cordOut)
8: Stack.push(F, rp, true)
9:             break

10:        else if Stack.empty() or F > Stack.top().F then
11: Stack.push(F, cordOut.StartPos, false)
12:            break
13:        end if
14:     end while
15: end if


